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INTRODUCTION

The electromagnetic structure and dynamic response of -4=2, 3 and 4 nuclei are stud-
ied with the Variational Monte Carlo method by using wave functions based on realis-
tic nuclear interactions. Recent results obtained for the elastic form factors of 2H, 3H,
He and 4He, the radiative neutron capture on 3He at thermal energies, and the reaction

4He(e,e'p)3H are reported.

ELECTROMAGNETIC CURRENT OPERATOR

In the non-relativistic many-body theory of nuclei, the hamiltonian governing the nu-
cleons' dynamics is taken as the sum of a kinetic energy, two- and three-nucleon interaction
terms:

The effects due to all subnucleonic degrees of freedom, such as those associated with mesons
and nucleon resonances or quarks and gluons, are absorbed into the nuclear forces. Current
realistic models for wy fit deuteron static properties and NN scattering data up to energies
of 400 MeV in the lab, and simple models for Vijk have also been constructed by fittin-
the binding energies of 3H and 4He and the saturation properties of nuclear matter 1 The
results presented here have been obtained with the Argonne »14 two-nucleon2 and Urbana
model-VII three-nucleon1 interactions.

In order to study the response of nuclei to the electromagnetic probe within the present
phenomenological approach, the nuclear electromanetic charge and current densities are
represented by effective operators that operate on the nucleon degrees of freedom. These
operators can also be expanded into sums of one-, two-, and many-body terms:

W-fci) + ..., (2)

i 1 } t f )+E 'Tfo h) +..., (3)
i i<j

The one-body terms pW and jW have the standard impulse-approximation form,3

while the two-body terms p™ and j™ consist of "model-independent" and "model-
dependent" parts4(the expansions in eqs.(2) and (3) are truncated at the two-body level
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in the results discussed here). The "model-independent" terms do not have any free pa-
rameters, are determined by the interaction Vij, and are necessary to satisfy the continuity
equation.4"6 The "model-dependent" terms, such as those associated with the A excita-
tion, pvy and unry mechanisms, are purely transverse and, therefore, are unconstrained
by the Vij.4'a Furthemore, they depend on a set of only approximate!;.' known coupling
constants and cut-off parameters, and will not be discussed further here.

The most important of the "model-independent" two-body current operators are those
associated with the vtT(rij) Sij T\ • Tj and i;o"r(rjj) Si • crj-fi- TJ interactions in vij .4)S These
interactions are believed to be due to exchange of T = l pion-like pseudoscalar (PS) and
rho-like vector (V) mesons. The corresponding current operators in momentum space are
given by

^2 kj)

kj - kj
Ki — Kj

and
Jv = ^2 " ^ x *>)*! vv{kj)ai x (aj x fcj) - Vv{ki)aj x (<Ti x Ai)

+ V *? - k] ' P i ~ * 'X* X fci) • ^ X ki)

+ ((?i X fc^CTj • (ki X fey) + (ff,- X kj)&i • (fci X kj)}] G^{q) , (5)

where fcj and fcj are the fractional momenta transferred to nucleons i and j ( k, + kj =
q, q being the momentum transfer), Gjj(g) is the isovector combination of the nucleon
electromagnetic form factors ( the Sachs parametrization ), and Vps and Vy are projected
out from the radial parts of the v"r and vtr components

Vv{k)=vtT(k)+v°T(k). (7)

It can be shown that these current operators satisfy the continuity equation with the v"T

and vtT interactions.4

A similar procedure is used to obtain the currents j ^ associated with the spin-orbit
interactions.7'8 It is assumed that the isospin-independent and isospin-dependent central
and spin-orbit components in V{j are due to exchange of T=0 scalar <r-like and vector
w-Iike, and T = l vector p-like mesons, respectively. The corresponding current operators
have both isoscalar and isovector parts, and their explicit expressions can be found in ref.8

Additional "model-independent" components to jW arise from the quadratic spin-orbit
and L2 interactions; however, these current operators are constructed by direct minimal
substitution Pi —* p~i — |[G^(g) + i



The most important terms in the two-body charge operator can be derived by con-
sidering the non-relativistic reduction of the virtual pion and p-meson photoproduction
amplitudes. The PS exchange contribution to p^ is obtained as:9

<l)-n • ?i + F?(<l)Ti,*}Vj>s{ki)*i • fa; • q] , (3,

where F^ ' axe the isoscalar and isovector combinations of the Dirac nucieon form factors.
It is determined by the Vij and, hence, is to be considered "model-independent"'.

VARIATIONAL MONTE CARLO METHOD

In the Variations! Monte Carlo (VMC) method,10 the nuclear wave function is ex-
pressed as

l*)= £ Mfi,:;TA)\n), (9,.
n=l,JV

where | n) denote the spin-isospin states of the A nucleons, their total number N being
given by N = 2AA\/Zl(A— Z)\. In this representation, an operator O is a matrix function
[ Omn[fi, ...,7^i) ] of dimension N X N. Its matrix element between two states j I) and J\
is written as

{i\o\j)=f *
W(R)

where W(R) is a suitable weight function with which the integral is sampled with the
standard Metropolis algorithm,11 and R — fj, ...f^. The main advantage of this technique
is that matrix elements of operators can be calculated in an exact fashion even when they
contain many-body terms with intricate spin-isospin dependence, as those occurring, for
example, in the two-body current operators. However, the size of the arrays grows very
rapidly with A, and present day computers restrict the application of th.3 VMC method in
form discussed here to nuclei having A < 8.

GROUND STATE WAVE FUNCTIONS
AND ELASTIC FORM FACTORS "OF 2H, 3H, 3He AND 4He

The deuteron wave function is obtained by solving the two-body Schrodinger equation,
while the three- and four-nucleon ground state wave functions can be accurately calculated
with Faddeev12 and Green's Function Monte Carlo13 techniques, respectively. However, the
results reported in this contribution for the A—Z and 4 nuclei have been obtained by using
variational wave functions of the form1'-14

; ; ) l * ) - (11)



Here 5 is the symmetrizer and ,' $) an antisymmetric spin-isospin sizn. _lie correiavl ;r.
operator F\j is determined variationaily by minimizing :he expectation "alus of H. TIi-_ J
vanational wave functions have been shown to be quite accurate.' -•'—~

The calculated deuteron structure functions A{q) and 3{j). and :^nscr polarization
*2oi'?." are compared in figs. 1 and 2 with the experimental data.1" The dominant vvc-
bocy contribution to A(q) and t-2o(q) is by far that due :o the "'model-independent" ?S
charge term. It improves the agreement with the measured Aiq). altncugn it should z*
emphasized that the large q2 predictions are sensitive to the detailed behavior of :l:e
nucieon electromagnetic form factors (NFF) ( the Holher parametrizat:cr.-b is used in r.z?.
1 and 2). However, the calculated tensor polarization appears to be ratlier insensitive ;o :~.-i
particular model used for the NFF in the g-range explored by experiment and. there:-;r.-.
the origin of the observed discrepancy at the largest q-values (last three data points'1 needs
to be understood.

The magnetic form factor B{q) (fig. 2) calculated in impulse approximation 'IAN -.vi-h
the Argonne wave function and Holher NFF has a diffraction minimum at q2 ~- ~3 :rr:~".
The "model-independent" isoscalar two-body currents associated with the spin-orbit. I2

and quadratic spin-orbit interactions in the Argonne vij shift this minimum :o 7" ~ 26
fm~2, and significantly improve the agreement with data in the q~ ~ 20-40 im~- ragicr..
The "'model-dependent1' p-x-j two-body current gives a large contribution for a2 > 40 ;m~ : .
removing the diffraction minimum in B[q) and replacing it with either a dip or a sharp
bend.23 Agreement with experiment is obtained if the short-range cut-on parameters at :he
TZNN and pNN vertices, in the p-xj current, are taken as 0.75 and 1.25 GeV. respectively.

The threshold electrodisintegration of the deuteron at backward angles, and the mag-
netic form factors of the trinucleons are mostly sensitive to the isovector part of the two-
body exchange current operator (particularly to its PS md V components ) .3 i ' a i ) and are
found to be in reasonable agreement with experiment, as shown in fig. 3. The leading
two-body correction in the calculated charge form factors of the three- and four-nucieor
systems (fig. 4) is that due to the PS charge operator.9 Its contribution is crucial for repro-
ducing the measured form factors, particularly in the g-region where the diffractive minima
occur.

LOW-ENERGY CONTINUUM STATES
AND RADIATIVE NEUTRON CAPTURE ON 3He

The radiative capture reaction n +3 He —>4 He -f 7 at thermal neutron energies is
interesting because its total cross section is almost completely dominated by two-body
exchange current mechanisms.8'17 The initial n-f-3He (low-energy) scattering state -with
J T = 1 ~ , through which this reaction proceeds, is determined with the VMC method as
follows. If rn3 denotes the distance between the n and 3He clusters, then a boundary at
rn3=R is defined such that the n-3He interactions can be neglected outside of R. The
boundary condition

Vg(n+'He) .A
lR { '

is imposed on the n-|-3He wave function $(n +3 He), which outside of R describes free n
and 3He. The ^ at rn3 < R is obtained by minimizing the expectation value E(b,R) of
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the hamiltonian with the VMC method. The parameter b can be varied so as to obtain
the wave function of the desired energy, and the phase shifts for elastic n-3He scattering
can be extracted from the E(b, R).3'18 For the re-3He system a scattering length of 3.5 fm
is obtained8 with this technique, which compares favourably with the empirical value of
3.5±0.25.19

The matrix element of the current operator between the initial n-r3He and final 4He
states is calculated with the Monte Carlo methods developed in ref." The results for the
individua1 model-independent" (PS, V, SO, LL and SO2) and "model-dependent" {p~~t.
A ( T -~ p) and WT7) components of the current operator are listed in the table below.

Contribution Re(jx)(im
3/2)

IA -0.00161 6
IA-i-PS 0.00447 41
IA-. . .+V 0.00585 70
IA-...+SO 0.00572 67
IA-K..+LL 0.00557 63
IA-f...+SO2 0.00590 71
IA-K.. + pvrj 0.00576 68
IA-f... + A[n + p) 0.00682 95
IA-f-... + W7T7 0.00739 112

The measured thermal neutron capture cross section on 3He is 54±6 pih,20 which is less
than half of the predicted value (112 fib). However, the value obtained by including only
the "model-independent" contributions is found to be 71 fib.

MEDIUM-ENERGY CONTINUUM STATES AND (e,e') AND (e.e'p) REACTIONS

The VMC method used to describe low-energy scattering states in the previous section
becomes impractical at the excitation energies of interest in (e, e') and (e, e'p) reactions. Re-
cently, the inclusive and exclusive electromagnetic response functions of the three-nucleon
systems have been calculated by solving the Faddeev equations in the continuum, although
with a simple interaction model.21

The Orthogonal Correlated States (OCS) method has been shown to provide a rea-
sonable description of the two- and three-body breakup channels of the trinucleons,22 and
of the p4-3H and n+3He continuum states.23 For"definitiveness, I will discuss the OCS cal-
culation of the cross section for the 4He(e,e'p)3H reaction.23 In this reaction the required
matrix elements are given by

<->0>+3H,fc|OLiT(g)]4He) , (13)

where OL,T(9*) denote the charge (L) and current (T) operators, | p+3B.,k}(~) is the j)-f3H
ingoing scattering state, and k is the p-3H relative momentum.



The OCS states for the 1 + 3 systems are written as

where the symmetrized product S'G^G-fcGz] describes short-range corrsia:icns bet-.veer.
the spectator nucleon i and the bound cluster of nucleons jkl (spin-isospin labeis nave
been suppressed for simplicity). The sum over permutations p ensures she antisymmetry
of the OCS wave function. The pair correlation operator Gij contains central, spin, isospin
and tensor correlations, and satisfies the condition Gij(rij —* =c)=l. The spectator v,-ave
function T}]T' is taken to be the scattering solution of a Schrodinger equation coc:aiz.in-z

a complex energy-dependent optical potential.23 The [—jocs implies that the 4Ze state
has been projected out of the continuum states by a Schmidt procedure, and that the
resulting continuum states have then been orthonormalized among themselves by a Lowcin
transformation, as discussed in ref.22

The predicted values for the cross section are compared with those measured"4 at
NIKHEF in two different kinematical setups I and II in fig. 5. The cross section values
obtained by including the effects of short range correlations, orthogonality corrections,
interactions in the final states and two-body charge and current operators are displayed
by the solid curves (labeled TOT), and are in fair agreement with the data. The results
calculated in the approximations denoted OCS-fFSI and PWIA, in which the spectator
wave function is either a distorted wave or a plane-wave, and the orthogonality corrections
and short-range correlations are retained or neglected, are also shown in fig. 5.

The OCS method has also been used to calculate the longitudinal and transverse
response functions of 3H and 3Ee measured in (e, e') reactions.22 The predicted values are
in reasonable agreement with data.
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